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Interactions: Exploring the
Functions of the Human Body.
(2003). CD-ROM.John Wiley
& Sons, Inc. www.wiley.com/
college/apcentral.
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The best place to startis the
"Table of Contents," as this
gives a listing of all the main
topics that are examinedon the
CD-ROM.Such topics include:
"Digestive System Anatomy,"
"Digestive System Histology,"
" "The Role of
"Metabolism,
Nutrients,"and "Disruptionof
Homeostasis." Each of these
include a wonderfulassortment
of drawings that exemplify the
concepts in a superiormanner.
When the mouse is moved over
a certainlabel on a drawing,the
functionof thatparticularstructure appears at the bottom of
the screen.It also gets highlighted on the diagram,making it
very easy for the user to see
where the structureis located.
The animations are excellent. They provide narration
while the important concepts
are bulleted on the side of the
screen.When the content is finished, the user is then directed
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to click on a certainpart of the
screen to go to the next topic.
The user can also manually
advance to the next topic by
clicking on a menu at the bottom of the screen.
In the "Metabolism"section, the viewer is given a
plethora of information about
nutrients and how the body
processes them. Protein,carbohydrate,lipid, and nucleic acid
metabolism are discussed in
detail. There is also a review of
cellular respiration and ATP
production. While the content
here does get a bit excessive, it
still provides excellent coverage of these most important
topics.
Within each main topic
there is also a section titled,
"Concepts and Connections."
Here the viewer partakes in a
series of interactive quizzes to
check his/her understanding.
For example, in the "Digestive
System,"there is a quiz titled
"Digestive Enzyme Activity."
Here the user must select the
correct enzyme from a list to
complete the phase of digestion. In another titled, "Match
the Movement,"the user must
follow a food particledown the
GI tract, labeling what is happening to it at each step. The
users are able to get instant
feedback because the CD
either dings if correct or
buzzes if incorrect. Viewers
can then go back and check
their answers to see what went
wrong.
The greatest thing about
this CD is the section titled
"HomeostaticImbalance."Here,
the vieweris given the details of
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* Pentium166Mhzor
higher
* 32MBRAM

Energy Acquisition and
Use: The Digestive System and
Metabolism is an in-depthlook
at how the body obtains energy
and how it is processed. To
begin, this CD-ROMrequires
that users install the necessary
components and then restart
their machine. Upon startup,
the programasks that first time
users create a "new user"
account by selecting a user
name and password. This is
only necessarythe firsttime the
CD is used. After creating this
account, the CD automatically
launches the Web browserand
brings the user to the splash
screen. From here the user is
free to select where he/she
wants to go from a series of
menus at the top of the screen.

a case study. The symptoms given
can be comparedto those of a normal person in terms of their effects
on chemistry,cells, tissues, organs,
and organ systems. When finished,
the viewer takes an interactivequiz
to see if he/she has discoveredwhat
the case study scenario'sproblemis.
This section ties all the other information on the CD together,giving a
true-to-lifeexample for the viewer.
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Support and Movement is another
installment of the Interactions
series that focuses on the skeletal
and muscularsystems.Foreach system there are diagramsthatwill display labels when the cursor is
moved over them. There are also
animatednarrations.
A menu bar found at the top of
each screen displaysnavigationbuttons. The students may browse the
contents,searchby category,or simuntil
ply click "next"and "previous"
they completethe system.Underthe

When a student logs in, he/she
is warned against simply "closing
the window" between visits or
his/her progress will be lost.
Nevertheless, a student would be
able to work at his/her own pace.
Manyof the concepts presentedare
ones my students find challenging.
This programwould be an excellent
reinforcementfor them.
MaryJane Davis
Science Chair
Red Bank CatholicHigh School
Red Bank, NJ 07701
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TI-84 Plus Silver Edition. (2003).
TexasInstruments.$129.99. Maybe
purchasedat majorretailand office
superstores.Foradditionalinformation, visit www.education.ti.com.
The TI-84Plus SilverEditionis
the latest graphingcalculatorof the
Texas Instrumentsfamily.Some of
the newest additions are: built-in
USB port; more memory (up to 30
applications); improved, higher
contrast display;and built-in clock
with date and time display.For the
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Plus
Silver
Edition.
TI-84
biology classroom this will represent an important technological
addition, since it is preloaded with
ScienceTools programs to analyze
biological data and visualize
processes. For instance, the
StudyCardsTMfeature allows the
student to createflash cards for any
topic or download prepared flash
cards from the TI Web site.
Additionally,the TI Interactive!TM
software allows teachers and students to download data and pictures from the Internet for further
analysis,as well as createformatted
text, graphics, and movies. It also
allows connectivity with other TI
technology to send and receive
data.
In this age of fast technological
advances and more rigorous, mandated science standards, the TI-84
Plus Silver Edition allows the
teacher to keep up with the fast
pace of science and technology
while satisfying curricularrequirements. Innovationmay be the buzzword in today's science classroom,
and here is an innovative tool to
simplify the teaching and learning
of biology.
Jose Vazquez
New YorkUniversity
New York,NY 10012
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Overall, this is one the best
physiology CD-ROMs created in
quite some time.It is appropriatefor
upper level high school students
taking a Human Anatomy and
Physiology course. While it is jam
packed with information,it is presented in an interesting and userfriendlymanner.ManyAnatomy&
Physiology textbooks are cumbersome with the amount of terminology and detail they present,and students often feel overwhelmed.
Energy Acquisition and Use: The
Digestive System and Metabolism
providesstudents with a simple,yet
very complete way of learning the
intricaciesof the digestivesystem.

"Concepts"button are a series of
interactiveconceptmaps that can be
printed.The list of concepts is provided on the rightside of the screen
and students are instructedto drag
them to the proper location in the
conceptmap.Conceptscan only successfullybe dropped in the correct
spot, so the studentslearnby doing.
Complex physiological functions
"Blood
such as "JointClassification,"
and "Eventsat
CalciumRegulation,"
the NeuromuscularJunction" are
included in the Concept Maps.
vs.
Animationscover"Endochondral
IntramembranousOssification"and
"Control of Muscle Tension and
Muscle Metabolism,"among other
things.

